
Build your own flight!
Pick any 4 beers from our draft menu

$14

Orion | NEIPA | 6.6% ABV
(oh-RYE-un) Not only is Orion one of the most
recognizable constellations in the night sky, it’s also the
name of the orange cat in the legendary cinematic
masterpiece: Men In Black. Orion is our single New
England IPA featuring Strata, Mosaic, and Simcoe hops. A
vibrant tropical mix of mango, passionfruit, and guava.
½ Pint $5.5 Pint $8 32oz Crowler to-go $12

Tree Cat | West Coast IPA | 7.3% ABV
This kitty didn’t make it to space but did get stuck in a pine
tree! The Tree Cat is a nod to traditional West Coast IPAs
of the past. A sweet honey malt backbone lays the
foundation for the essence of tangerine, lemon and lime
aromatics. Resinous with an aggressively bitter profile all
the way through.
½ Pint $5.5 Pint $8 32oz Crowler to-go $11

Sundial | Session IPA | 4.9% ABV
An effortless IPA, easily drinkable ‘round the dial
from sun up ‘til sun down. Zesty citrus aromatics burst
from the Galaxy, Comet, and Idaho 7 hops, built on a base
of oats, American 2 row, and honey malts.
½ Pint $4.5 Pint $7 32oz Crowler to-go $10

Spacecat Schwarzbier | Dark Lager | 5.6% ABV
A crushable German style dark lager. Deep notes of
chocolate and roasted coffee balance a surprisingly sweet
and clean finish.
½ Pint $4.5 Pint $7 32oz Crowler to-go $10

Cosmic Candy Series | Fruited Gose | 5.2% ABV
-Pineapple and Guava

A kettle-soured ale fermented with real fruit and a
delicate touch of sea salt. Not as sour as your traditional
gose, we kept ours sweet, semi-tart and robust with fruit.
A more adult candy to unwrap.
½ Pint $5.5 Pint $8 32oz Crowler to-go $13

Felix | Double Dry Hopped NEIPA | 7.3% ABV
Not your childhood juice-box. This lush, full bodied New
England IPA features intense aromas of passion fruit,
pineapple, and strawberry courtesy of Amarillo, Idaho 7
and Citra hops, double dosed for maximum effect. Felix
recommends you drink a Felix.
½ Pint $6 Pint $8.5 32oz Crowler to-go $13

Kalico Kölsch | Dry Hopped Kölsch | 5.5% ABV
Kölsch beers, a staple in Cologne, Germany, are known
for their crispness and straw-yellow color. Ours has a nose
of candied Meyer lemons and a clean, malty body that
presents thoroughly from start to finish. In Germany, they
call calico cats “Glückskatze" which translates to "lucky
cat.” This Kalico may just be your golden ticket!
½ Pint $4.5 Pint $7 32oz Crowler to-go $10

Vienna Lager | Austrian Style Lager | 5.5% ABV
The brewers at Spacecat have been working tirelessly
night and day digging through historical archives to
discover exactly what beer Mozart drank in Vienna while
composing music. This is a recreation of the exact recipe.
Toasted bread and hints of caramel sweetness give way
to a classic, crisp finish. With each sip let the genius flow
through you.
Disclaimer: Spacecat cannot guarantee historical
accuracy or your genius.
½ Pint $5 Pint $7.5 32oz Crowler to-go $11

4 Packs To-Go
Cosmic Candy: Pineapple Guava $16.5

Vienna Lager $15

Sunswept Blonde $12
Orion $17
Kalico Kolsch $14
Tree Cat $16
Sundial $14

Felix $17.5

Not Beer
Strawberry Lemonade Haze $10
SONO 1420 Vodka, Strawberries, Lemon

New England Cider Co. Hard Cider $7
Fresh Blend or Blueberry

Apple Pie $12
Fresh Blend Cider & SONO 1420 Blaze Cinnamon Whiskey

Blueberry Pie $12
Blueberry Cider & SONO 1420 Blaze Cinnamon Whiskey

Bad Booch $10
Draft Poured Lavender Lemonade Kombucha & Vodka

Jones Family Farms Wine $9
White or Red

Non-Alcoholic
East Coast Kombucha
Regular Can/CBD Can $5/$6
Soft Drinks $3
Rise Coffee, Can $5
Fox Family Potato Chips $2
Unbakeable $5

Merch
Hat $30
Hoodie $50
Tie-Dye Hoodie $40
Long Sleeve $30
T-shirt $25
Spacecat Glass $10

Visit spacecatbrewing.com for our current menu and follow @spacecatbrewingco to see when we announce new beers!


